RACER IS KILLED
WHEN HIS AUTO
LEAPS CUP TRACK

Three Seriously Injured
and Many Scared
Machine Tears Through
Crowd at Motordrome
Near Los Angeles airport
Shain Dies in Hospital

THORONG STAMPEDERS
FOLLOWING CRASH

Car Hits Rail of Small
"Sander," Falls to Bottom,
Then Flings Up Incline
and Into Spectators. Burying
Chairfoot in Wreckage
—Tourists Among Victims.

L.A. Dec. 29.—This Mike,
who cut an automatic one,
was badly in- jured.
Several slightly cut and bruised
where Mike's window went out of the car.
A man who was shaving his hair
at this time and jumped from the
car, said the horse was on that
driver. Since then several
other drivers sought to save his life.
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